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Participant Reference in Tungag Narrative* 

Participants in Tungag narrative discourse can be referred to in different ways, by nouns, stressed pro-

nouns or unstressed person markers.  In this regard Tungag is like all other languages; a characteristic of human 

communication is that we refer to objects using a variety of linguistic forms.  Text-linguists agree that a narrator, 

in any given point of a story, purposely chooses one reference form over another in order to achieve a communi-

cational goal, whether consciously or unconsciously. 

The Tungag narrator, when choosing which form to use, is influenced by one of two broad purposes: 

1) establishing and maintaining identity; and 2) highlighting. With the first I mean the way in which a narrator 

introduces participants and subsequently assists the hearer in knowing who is doing what in the story. With the 

second I mean the way in which a narrator does one of several things: signals a local contrast or an unexpected 

action; places emphasis on a participant; or marks the climactic involvement of a participant at story level. 

Identification, on the one hand, is established and maintained with the use of nouns and unstressed person 

markers (UPM)2; highlighting, on the other hand, is achieved with the use of (free) stressed pronouns (SPN) and 

stressed nouns or a combination of the two. This latter use of stressed pronouns is interesting in light of the 

commonly held view that pronouns constitute simply a lesser amount of encoding than nouns, yet performing 

the same function. In Tungag this appears not to be the case. Free stressed pronouns, as we shall see later, are 

not employed for establishing or maintaining identity; rather, they function in a limited way for purposes of 

highlighting. It is therefore not surprising that free pronouns are used much less frequently in narrative text than 

nouns and verbal affixes.In what follows I examine the participant reference forms that occur in natural Tungag 

narrative text3 and show how the two broad purposes just mentioned are achieved through the choice of forms 

employed. 

Free stressed pronouns notwithstanding, the phenomenon of heavier encoding at points of discontinuity 

in the narrative does hold true for Tungag. In other words, at points in a narrative where the audience requires 

extra assistance for the successful indentity of participants, a narrator will encode the participant more heavily. 

                                                           
* Tungag is an Austronesian language spoken in New Ireland Province in Papua New Guinea.  The 

language community has a population of approximately 12,000 people who live in about 60 main villages on 
and near Lavongai Island. For a description of Tungag phonology and lower level grammar see Fast Phonology 
and Fast ‘Grammar Essentials’ respectively.  I would like to thank Stellan Lindrud and Bill Staley for comments 
on earlier versions of this paper. 

2 These consist of verbal affixes and person morphemes in object and oblique phrases. 
3The data upon which the work of this paper draws consist 930 lines of text, which make up 13 traditional 

and contemporary stories. Some of the stories were orally produced, some were written. I would like to thank 
the members of the Tungag community who produced and/or edited these stories. 
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This means that a noun is used at points of more discontinuity and an UPM is used at points of less 

discontinuity. For the audience of a Tungag narrative, this kind of extra assistance occurs in the following four 

environments: 

1. where a  participant is initially mentioned. 

2. where a participant returns to the story after an absence during several events. 

3. where there is a change from non-event information to event information. 

4. where there is a change from the time of the story to current time or vice versa. 

These four environments will be examined and illustrated in due course. First, however, in the following section, 

I provide an inventory of the forms already briefly mentioned and describe how participants are ranked in Tu-

ngag narrative. This section is intended as a backdrop against which to later place the discussion of narrator's 

choice of forms. 

Reference forms and participant ranking 

The most frequently used form that a narrator uses to refer to a participant is an unstressed person-

marking morpheme (PM). These morphemes occur either as a verbal affix marking subject (1) or as an 

unstressed pronoun in object or oblique arguments (2). 

 1) ka-la-pasal ane neiuten asi an sili 
3s-PF-go to in.forest PUR MA hunt4 

‘He went to the forest to go hunting’ 

 2) Mar ka-la-antok iria 
Hawk 3s-PF-say 3p 

‘Hawk told them’ 

Less frequently, a participant is referred to with a noun. Notice that the noun does not replace the PM for a sub-

ject participant; rather, when a noun is used the PM is obligatory. This is not the case in object or oblique argu-

ments where it is a case of either or. 

 3) aina ang parik ka-pa-serei e rina 
woman DEF not 3s-NEG-arrive at village 

‘The woman did not (ever) return home’ 

                                                           
4 The following abbreviations are used in this paper: 1, 2, 3 - first, second, third person; 

CMPL - Complement; CONT - Continuous; d - Dual; DEF - Definite; DV - Developmental connective; 
EX - Exclamation; Excl - Exclusive; GEN - Genitive; Incl - Inclusive; INT - Intent; MA - Motion away; 
MT - Motion toward; NEG - Negative; p - Plural; PF - Perfective; PPT - Point in past time; PUR - Purpose; 
s - Singular; SPN - Stressed pronoun; t - Trial. 
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 4) kel tavirimok ang ka-ta-la-luk a Passinganlogo 
current very.strong DEF 3s-PPT-PF-take DEF <name> 

‘the very strong current had taken Passinganlogo’ 

Even less frequently, a participant in Tungag narrative is referred to with a stressed pronoun (SPN). As I have 

mentioned this low frequency is not surprising since the function of this form is one of highlighting rather than 

identification. Reference with a SPN occurs in the subject position (5) and (much less frequently) in the object 

position, and then together with a noun phrase (6). The SPN does not occur in oblique arguments. 

 5) rilong papalik kilong-ta-ago 
3dSPN only 3d-PPT-stay 

‘Only the two of them were (there)’ 

 6) ka-tava nia na igenen ang 
3s-slap 3sSPN DEF man DEF 

‘He slapped him, the man’ 

I turn now to the ranking of participants. With rank I mean the relative degree of importance that a nar-

rator assigns to any given participant in the planning and delivering of a narrative. Tungag narrative exhibits 

four rankings of participants: primary, secondary, prop 1 and prop 2. Ranking can be seen in the surface form 

primarily in two ways: 1) frequency of mention; and 2) agentivity. If a participant is mentioned in the majority 

of clauses in a story and participates as agent of the events, that participant has a high ranking. Thus, in Funeral 

at Baungung, the primary participants, a group of people referred to as namem (1PlEx), are mentioned in 80% of 

the events and they agents in those events.  Secondary participants, on the other hand, are agents in only one 

event of a story, and that event typically functions, not as a development of the story, but as a setting from which 

succeeding events can proceed 

Primary participants are also recognized by the fact that they are mentioned at the outset of a narrative 

and at its conclusion and that they develop the story from the beginning to the end. It will be helpful here to refer 

to the text Hawk and Chicken (see Appendix). In this story a hawk and a chicken are two of the primary partici-

pants, the most prominent ones, and are first mentioned at the outset of the story. There is one other primary par-

ticipant, a group of birds, that is also first mentioned near the beginning of the story. These three primary partici-

pants, as would be expected, are mentioned much more frequently than other participants: hawk is mentioned in 

32% of clauses, chicken in 35% and the group of birds in 36%. The other participants in the story are a wallaby 

(10%), a certain bird (3%), another bird (2%), and duck and parrot (3%). These latter participants are clearly 

distinct from the former in their frequency of occurrence. They are also distinct in that they do not aid in the de-

velopment of the story like the primary participants do. 

In contemporary Tungag narratives, it is typical to begin a story with a reference to the most important 

primary participant(s). This is done with a title statement as in the first clause of Passinganlogo Adrift at Sea (7). 
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 7) na-ka-akus ta Passinganlogo ka-ta-meleng 
1s-INT-tell CMPL <name> 3s-PPT-drift 

‘I will tell how Passinganlogo went adrift’ 

The participant Passinganlogo develops the story from the very beginning right to the end. In traditional stories 

an existential clause at the the beginning of the story not only identifies a participant but also ranks that partici-

pant as primary by virtue of its being mentioned first. 

 8) si vuk taun ri kauvek ve valuka kilong-po-ago 
GEN piece time p dog with wallaby 3d-CONT-stay 

‘At the time dog and wallaby were staying’ 

Although the narrator does not actually say, "I will tell you about ...," the communicational achievement is that 

the audience is aware that this participant, in the narrator's estimation, is primary. 

Props are distinguished from secondary participants by their non-agentive role. Props appear only as 

patients. Props are inanimate and the narrator views them as objects which the participants use to perform their 

actions. In the case of the wallaby in Hawk and Chicken it appears that the author views it as merely an object, 

namely food for the group of birds. Yet, it is animate and it is implied that it runs when it is chased. It is 

therefore difficult to determine if the wallaby is a participant or a prop. Although it is not easy to determine how 

the narrator views wallaby, there is generally a clear distinction between two ranks of (inanimate) props in 

Tungag narrative. Firstly, there are those props which function purely as decoration of a scene (prop2), examples 

of which are seen in (9). 

 9) ka-la-songo kana keve kauvek, ka-luk kana sula na kana samele na ka-la-
pasal... 
3s-PF-call his p dog, 3s-take his spear and his knife and 3s-PF-go... 

‘he called his dogs, he took his spear and his knife and went...’ 

These props are simply part of the scenery of typical hunting expeditions and are not mentioned again in the en-

tire narrative. Secondly, there are those props which can play a more significant role in the overall narrative 

(prop1). In example (10) from Chicken and Snake (see Appendix) the narrator's knife is a prop1 because it is the 

object with which the climactic event is performed, namely the killing of the snake. The fact that the narrator 

topicalizes it and describes it in a separate comment sentence as 'very sharp' indicate that this prop is of a differ-

ent status than the props in (9) above. 

 10) na-la-luk kag naip / kag naip ka-po-angan arikek luai 
1s-PF-get my knife / my knife 3s-Cont-eat badly very 

‘I got my knife. My knife is very sharp’ 

Having looked briefly at the inventory of forms used to refer to participants and having seen how Tu-

ngag narrators rank participants, I now turn to an examination of the contexts in which these forms are used. The 

main question we ask is why a narrator chooses one form over another at any given point in the narrative. As I 
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mentioned a minute ago, a noun is used at points of more discontinuity and an UPM marker is used at points of 

less discontinuity. I shall examine first the contexts in which narrators are not planning for there to be any dis-

continuity. 

Reference forms in the absence of discontinuity 

In stretches of a narrative where there is an absence of discontinuity, a narrator employs minimal 

encoding. In other words, only as much referential information is given to the audience as is deemed necesary 

for maintainance of the identity of the participant(s). This referential information is in the form of a PM. 

Minimal encoding occurs as follows: 

1. where the same participant is agent or patient in a series of events and remaining in the 

same case role 

2. where a participant is acting in semantically sequential response to a speech, command, or 

action of another participant in the previous clause 

In the following paragraphs I examine and illustrate these two environments in turn. 

1. In Hawk and Chicken there is a series of four events that logically follow in sequence. The 

participant acting in these events is the group of birds. Notice that the narrator refers to this participant with the 

minimum encoding of PM. 

 11) na ki-la-sang kuvul si an lu ania 
and 3p-PF-run together GEN MA chase 3s 

na ki-la-teng akit ia 
and 3p-PF-hold tightly 3s 

au ki-la-asalak le ia ane si kari ring i po kivung 
then 3p-PF-carry next 3s to GEN their place GEN CONT meeting 

na ki-la-buk-angan arikek 
and 3p-PF-want-eat badly 

‘And they ran together to chase it, and they caught it. Then they carried it to their meeting place, 
and they got very hungry 

The preceding example illustrates participants in the agent role; the same rule of reference applies when a par-

ticipant retains the same role in the patient or oblique argument, as in the following example taken from Crane 

and Crab. 

 12) na ka-la-serei si ri almang ve ri oto 
and 3s-PF-arrive GEN p crab with p prawn 

au ka-la-atai iria... 
then 3s-PF-tell 3p 

And he came to the crabs and prawns, then he told them... 
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Notice that the crabs and prawns, having been referred to by noun in (x)a, are referred to in the next clause by 

PM, in this case the 3Pl object pronoun iria. It is not uncommon that a narrator will use minimal encoding of 

PM for the duration of most of an entire narrative discourse. The participant group in Funeral at Baungung, 

already mentioned, is such a case. Of the 24 clauses in this narrative 19 describe the group acting and in 18 of 

these the PM only is used. It can of course be very easily conceived that an entire narrative would need no more 

encoding than such minimal encoding. 

2. When a participant's action follows as a response to a speech act or as a semantic sequence to an 

event, the narrator does not need to identify the participant by noun; an PM is sufficient for maintanance of iden-

tity/clarity. The example in (13), taken from Crane and Crab, illustrates such a response to a speech. 

 13) ka-la-atai iria ta... 
3s-PF-tell 3p CMPL... 

le iang ki-la-ainak ani... 
from there 3p-PF-agree PUR 

‘He told them, ('Come, my friends, I will take you to my place.') So they agreed that (he would take 
them.) 

A semantic sequence can be seen in (14), taken from Kondamil, where the second event of dying is the response 

of being killed. 

 14) ka-raung ia 
3s-kill 3s 

ka-la-mat nang 
3s-PF-die there 

‘He killed him. He died right there’ 

Notice, again, that in this environment the narrator employs simply the PM. 

Reference forms at points of discontinuity 

Nouns are used by narrators at places in a narrative which they consider to be points of discontinuity. I list 

here again for convenience the environments which cause narrators to choose noun encoding.  Nouns occur 

1. where a participant is initially mentioned. 

2. where a participant returns to the story after an absence during several events. 

3. where there is a change from non-event information to event information. 

4. where there is a change from the time of the story to current time or vice versa. 

In the following sections I illustrate these environments in turn. 
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Initial mention 

Participants, when initially mentioned, are referred to by noun. In the case of primary participants this oc-

curs typically at the opening of a story (15), although it can occur elsewhere as well (16). 

 15) si mang teneingelik mang keve mani le neiuten ki-ta-serei 
GEN certain afternoon certain p bird from in.forest 3p-PPT-arrive 

asi kari 
PUR their 

'On a certain afternoon some birds from the forest arrived for their meeting.' 

 16) namem-la-po-sinong lik na Makago ka-la-serei... 
1pExcl-PF-CONT-sit little and <name> 3s-PF-arrive 

'We had been sitting for a while and Makago arrived...' 

Primary participants are initially mentioned in one of three construction, all involving noun encoding. First, the 

primary participant may be the subject of an existential clause, as can be seen in the opening of Hawk and 

Chicken (17). 

 17) mang taun aino pongua na mani kilong-ta-po-ago-kuvul 
certain time before two DEF bird 3d-PPT-CONT-be-together 

'One time long ago two birds were living together.' 

Secondly, primary participants can be the subject of an event clause which functions as setting (18). Events in 

such cases are typically verbs of motion like 'go, arrive, get up,' etc. 

 18) mangsikei a taun mangsikei a igenen ka-ta-tapasuk teneivauk lik... 
certain.one DEF time certain.one DEF man 3s-PPT-get.up morning small 

'On a certain day a certain man got up early in the morning...' 

Thirdly, a participant can be introduced in the object argument of a clause . The clause is followed by an event 

clause in which the same participant is actor (19). 

 19) ka-an-la-serei si tungana ta ngakum na ngakum ka-la-sui ta keve  
3s-MA-PF-arrive GEN his.friend CMPL crab and crab 3s-PF-ask CMPL p 

tungana 
his.friend 

'He went (and) arrived at his friend Crab, and Crab asked about his friends.' 

Minor participants, by definition, are introduced to perform one or two events and then disappear. At 

intitial mention they are referred to with a noun in one of two constructions: they may be singled out from a 

group that constitutes a major participant and marked as indefinite; or, they appear as culturally known 

information (or from script). The first of these can be seen in (20) from Hawk and Chicken. 

 20) na mangsikei iria ka-la-arai ani mangsikei a valuka 
and certain.one 3p 3s-PF-see DEF certain.one DEF wallaby 

‘And one of them saw a certain wallaby.’ 
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The second way of introduction, that is, by refference to a definite/known referent, can be seen in  in the men-

tion of the father of the two main participants in First Coconut.  He acts in only one event in the story (21) to 

utter a warning and is thereafter not mentioned again. 

 21) sikei tamarilong ka-la-antok irilong ta... 
but their.father 3s-PF-say 3d CMPL 

‘But their father told them...’ 

Both levels of props are referred to initially with a noun in an object or oblique argument. A prop1 will be 

referred to more than once by noun, the first as definite or as known in the scheme of the situation. The taro in 

(22) is first mentioned as new information, the knife in (23) is referred to as known because all people have a 

knife. 

 22) na mangsikei a kirak kana asan ta loe... 
and certain.one DEF taro its name CMPL <name>... 

‘and a certain taro called ‘loe’... 

 23) na-la-luk kag naip / kag naip ka-po-angan arikek luai 
1s-PF-take my knife / my knife 3s-CONT-eat bad very 

‘I took my knife. My knife is very sharp.’ 

In conclusion, all ranks of participants and props are first mentioned by noun. The obvious motivation for 

this is that at first mention a participant must have some information attached to it in order for communication to 

be coherent. The initial mention of a participant is a point of discontinuity at which the narrator assists the audi-

ence by using the fulllest possible encoding. 

Return after an absence 

When a narrator relates events in which more than one participant takes part, there is often a need to 

switch attention to one participant exclusively and for a series of events the other participant is not mentioned. 

At the point in the story where the inactive participant again appears in the story, there is a point of discontinuity 

and the narrator re-introduces him or her with a noun. This can be illustrated clearly from Passinganlogo Adrift 

at Sea. Passinganlogo and his sailing partner Passinganpin are two primary participants. They set out in two ca-

noes and get separated in a storm. From that point in the narrative the narrator tells only about what 

Passinganlogo does, how he struggles to cut the tangled sail and get on board again; Passinganpin is not men-

tioned for 22 clauses. The narrator then switches back to tell about Passinganpin’s arrival at the village and how 

he found out that Passinganlogo was not with him. It is at this reference to the returning participant that the 

narrator employs a noun (24). 
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 24) Passinganpin parik ka-pa-anguan-nasan ania  
Passinganpin not 3s-NEG-again-know 3s 

using ka-an-la-serei e rina na ka-po-lomon... 
because 3s-MA-PF-arrive at village and 3s-CONT-think... 

‘Passinganpin was not aware of him again because he arrived at the village and he thought... 

Change from non-event information to event information 

Besides using nouns for mention of participants initially and when they resume an active role, Tungag 

narrators also encode participants with a noun form after the continuity of action has been broken by an 

intervening paragraph of non-event information. However, the noun is deemed necesary only after non-event 

paragraphs that involve other participants. In other words, if another participant has become topic for one clause 

(or more) in the paragraph, the narrator views the return to the event line as a point of discontinuity with a need 

for noun encoding of the participant of the event line. On the other hand, if the paragraph contains no other 

participants, only the PM is employed. I illustrate first the non-event information with no other participants 

involved (25-26). 

 25) kilong-la-maiak maiak maiak 
3d-PF-fish fish fish 

tung si karilong vul ka-la-duk ta ien 
until GEN their canoe 3s-PF-full CMPL fish 

eiang kilong-la-lomlomonai ta.... 
there/thus 3d-PF-plan CMPL... 

‘They kept on fishing / until their canoe was full of fish. / Then they thought (they should go back 
home) 

 26) ka-me-la-serei si ring i la ngal tapai ta ri vap 
3s-MT-PF-arrive GEN place GEN PF dig earlier CMPL p people 

ring ang ki-po-kin ia ta nonpopo 
place DEF 3p-CONT-call 3s CMPL <name> 

vuk taun ang ka-po-pasal aliu nei nonpopo ang ka-la-serei si... 
piece time DEF 3s-CONT-go along in <name> DEF 3s-PF-arrive GEN... 

‘He came to a place which had been gardened before. This place is called nonpopo. While he was 
walking along in the nonpopo, he came to (a bird's nest). 

In both of the two previous examples, although there is a new topic in the non-event paragraph, the topics are ei-

ther props or locations and this does not interfere with the narrator's assumption that the participant will 

correctly interpret the reference to the participant in the event line when it resumes. The narrator does not view 

this as a point of discontinuity. 

However, when the non-event paragraph contains other participants than the one on the event line 

(these may become topics and perform embedded events), the narrator chooses to resume the event line with a 
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reference to the event-line participant by noun. The following example from I travel with Kiap illustrates this 

phenomenon. 

 27) na ka-la-asok ta an songo le ani mang vul... 
and 3s-PF-order CMPL MA call first DEF certain canoe... 

na ka-la-asok iau a BB 
and 3s-PF-send 1s and BB 

na ka-la-asok ani... 
and 3s-PF-order CMPL that we should call the man 

the man had been working on the plantation at Tingwon and he was now married there, his name 
was Girim. Well, it was he who had come up on the canoe from Tingwon and he was now at Taun. 
He had come to get daka and buai for them over there (at Tingwon). 

au kiap ka-la-asok imemlong teneivauk 
so kiap 3s-PF-send 1d morning 

‘And he ordered us to get a certain canoe, and he sent me and BB and he ordered us to go and call 
the man (owner of the canoe). Non-event paragraph. So, the kiap sent us in the morning... 

From our discussion of encoding at changes from non-event to event information we can conclude that 

the content of the non-event paragraph motivates the narrator's choice of whether to employ a noun or an UPM 

form. The distinction can be diagrammed as follows: 

A [PM-EVENT1] +[NON-EVENT PARAGRAPH (+OTHER PARTICIPANTS)] --> NOUN EVENT2 

B [PM-EVENT1] +[NON-EVENT PARAGRAPH (-OTHER PARTICIPANTS)] --> PM EVENT2 

Change from the time of the story to current time or vice versa. 

The change from current time to story time or story time to current time is another point of discontinuity 

for an audience to process. It is not surprising therefore that Tungag narrators choose to encode participants with 

nouns at such points in their narratives. 

The opening sentence of a story can accomplish several things. The story time is set, a primary participant 

is introduced and perhaps a place is set as well. We encountered such a story opening in (17) above. At other 

times a narrative may begin with some real-time communication between narrator and audience. The opening 

sentence of Passinganlogo Adrift At Sea (28) is an example. 

 28) na-ka-akus ta Passinganlogo ka-ta-meleng si matas 1963 
1s-INT-story CMPL Passinganlogo 3s-PPT-drift GEN year 1963 

‘I will tell about how Passinganlogo was adrift in 1963. 

After this opening sentence the narrator (in the space of 7 clauses) tells the audience about tides and waves in 

the stretch of sea where most of the story will take place. After this setting paragraph, the narrator switches to 

story time. At this point he chooses to encode the primary participants with a noun. 
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 29) si mangsikei a taun Passinganlogo na Passinganpin kilong-ta-tadut e 
GEN certain DEF day <name> and <name> 3d-PPT-begin at 

rina lava asi karilong sang asiang ane Tingwon 
place big PUR their run down to Tingwon 

‘On a certain day Passinganlogo and Passinganpin set out from the mainland to sail down to 
Tingwon. 

Notice that since Passinganlogo has been mentioned by noun in the opening sentence the rule for encoding him 

after a non-event paragraph of this kind (as claimed above) would be simply PM. However, the reason that the 

narrator re-identifies Passinganlogo with a noun is because he is switching from current time to story time. It 

signals to the audience, "Now begins the story..." and thus the point of discontinuity can be successfully 

processed. The same phenomenon can be observed in (30) taken from Crane and Crab. In this case, however, 

the shift is not from current time but from an unspecified time of Crane being at his village. In other words, the 

story time does not begin until the first event begins. This is signalled by the encoding of the participant with a 

noun. 

 30) mangsikei a taun vokol ka-ta-po-ago si kana vuk rina 
certain DEF day crane 3s-PPT-CONT-stay GEN his piece village 

si taun ang ka-ta-la-po-taun sinang arikek luai 
GEN time DEF 3s-PPT-PF-CONT-time sun bad very 

na ri laman saling ki-la-mat aongos 
and Pl water flow 3p-PF-shallow all 

eiang vokol ka-la-lomlomonai ta ka-an-rauraung 
there/then crane 3s-PF-plan CMPL 3s-MA-fish 

‘Once upon a time Crane was at his place. At that time it was terribly hot, and the rivers were all 
dried up. Then Crane decided that he would go fishing. 

A narrator follows the same encoding rule when switching from story time at the conclusion of a 

narrative to current time where a present-day application or moral is drawn. Thus, even if the very last event of a 

story relates an action performed by a primary participant, as in (31), the participant will again be referred to by 

noun if it is mentioned in the real time. Observe the noun references to Hawk in the example taken from Hawk 

and Chicken. 

 31) na mar ka-la-marala arikek 
and hawk 3s-PF-angry very 

na ka-la-antok asukang ke... 
and 3s-PF-say like this "from now on I will eat children of chicken..." 

au si taun ke vang kana mar ka-la-po-marala arikek 
so GEN time this as.is.known now/today hawk 3s-PF-CONT-angry bad 

‘And hawk got very angry, and he spoke thus, "From now on I will always eat chicken's children." 
So at this time today (as is known) hawk is continually very angry’ 
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Encoding for purposes of contrast or highlighting 

At the outset of this paper I stated that free stressed pronouns are not employed for establishing or 

maintaining identity; rather, they function in a limited way for purposes of highlighting. It is therefore not 

surprising that free pronouns are used much less frequently in narrative text than nouns and verbal affixes. A 

careful examination of the contexts in which the SPN is used in narrative reveals that this is the case. The SPN, 

in fact, is used when the narrator wishes to signal a contrast or an unexpected action or focus special attention on 

a participant. 

1. Contrast 

In Kondamil, the two primary participants Kondamil and his mother are contrasted as to the location of 

their actions. The clauses in (32) illustrate how this contrast is marked by encoding the second participant with a 

SPN. 

 32) teneivauk ki-la-anguan-pasalan 
morning 3p-PF-again-go 

ninia ka-la-kun-ago pok 
3sSPN 3s-PF-also-stay back 

‘In the morning she5 went again. As for him, he stayed back as before.’ 

In the sentence in (33), taken from I Travel with Kiap, the narrator signals a contrast between a participant and 

props, in this case the contrast is between two modes of travel. 

 33) ki-akos ia na ki-kalip ta tana na ninia ka-pasal nei selen 
3p-loaded 3s and 3p-paddle CMPL 3s and 3sSPN 3s-walk in road 

 ‘They loaded it and paddled with it, and as for him, he walked along the road. 

2. Unexpected Action 

An event can be marked as not being the likely expected response to a previous speech or event.  In 

that case the narrator uses the SPN to refer to the participant performing the unexpected event. Observe the phe-

nomenon in (34) taken from First Coconut. 

 34) ka-la-sui ta... 
3s-PF-ask CMPL... 

au na rilong parik kilong-pa-anguan-ngengetan... 
so and 3dSPN not 3d-NEG-again-answer... 

‘He asked, ("Who gathered Taugui's vines?") Then the two of them, they did not answer anymore 

Since the expected response to the question would be an anwer, the unexpected fact that the two brothers did not 

answer Taugui at all is highlighted by the use of the SPN. A further example (35) illustrates how a first-person 

                                                           
5 The honorific form of reference for Kondamil’s mother requires 3p. 
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narrator highlights that he did not respond as the other participant ((Makago) would have expected; rather, he 

responded with his own (in his opinion better) plan of action. 

 35) ka-la-antok luk sumasuma ta ring ei 
3s-PF-say get quickly CMPL piece tree 

nau na-la-sang na na-la-luk kag naip 
1sSPN 1s-PF-run and 1s-PF-get my knife 

‘He said, "Quickly get a stick." I (however) ran and I got my knife.’ 

3. Focus on a participant for emphasis 

At times a narrator wishes to emphasize an aspect of a participant's identity. In order to help the 

audience focus attention on that particpant and his or her attribute the narrator employs a SPN. Observe this 

phenomenon in (36), taken from Passinganlogo Adrift at Sea, where the word aongos 'both' is used together 

with the SPN. The narrator thus emphasizes the joint effort exerted by the two men. 

 36) because there was a very strong tidal current 

rilong aongos kilong-po-atoktokngai ta... 
3dSPN both 3d-CONT-try CMPL... 

‘Because there was a very strong tidal current, both of them tried (to make sure to keep in sight of 
each other so they would both get there.) 

Part of the motivation of the emphasis in (36) is the contrast coming up in the next sentence which reports that 

the accident (Passinganlogo capsized) happened nevertheless, in spite of both of them trying.  In another 

incident from I Travel with Kiap the narrator describes how the kiap slapped him, as well as another boy and an 

adult man (37). 

 37) ka-po-tava iau ka-tava nia na igenen ang ka-ta-la igenen lava 
3s-CONT-slap 1s 3s-slap 3sSPN DEF man DEF 3s-PPT-PF man big 

‘He hits me, he hits the man! He was already an adult’ 

The fact that an adult would be slapped like young boys is a fact that he wants to emphasize because it is 

unusual. For identity purposes only a SPN is not required to refer to the man, since he is referred to by noun. 

The SPN thus signals the emphasis that the narrator places on an attribute of the man, namely that it was 

noteworthy that as an adult he was slapped like a boy. In this case, then, we see the reason that the SPN is used 

sometimes in addition to a noun. The additional information clause 'who was already an adult' coincides with 

such an analysis. In the story Origin of Population of Tingwon Island the narrator wishes to focus attention on 

the remarkable fact that the population originated from the union of a woman and her son. To achieve this he 

emphasizes the fact that the two were the only ones on the island. Notice the use of the SPN in this context (38). 
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 38) na ka-la-angkoai kapa si ka-osongon rilong papalik palau nang 
and 3s-PF-able also GEN 3s-marry 3dSPN only just there 

there were no other people from anywhere, not from the mainland, not from Umvukul, not from 
Angat, none. 

Rilong papalik kilong-ta-ago 
3dSPN only 3d-PPT-be 

‘And he was also able to be married. There were just the two of them alone there. There were no 
other people from anywhere, not from the mainland, not from Umvukul, not from Angat, none. 
Only the two of them were there.’ 

To summarize, the SPN is used in Tungag narrative, not merely as another degree of encoding, but for 

the specific purpose of signalling an emphasis on a participant. This can be for the purpose of contrast, for 

signalling an unexpected response to the preceding event or for focusing on an attribute of the participant. 

Simple maintainance of identity does not account for the use of the SPN in Tungag narrative. 

Conclusion 

We have seen in this study that Tungag narrators have at their disposal a variety of forms to refer to 

participants in a narrative. The motivation for choosing one form over another in any given context depends on 

whether the narrator is concerned to establish or maintain identity or to signal an emphasis on a participant. Our 

study has shown that the use of the noun is restricted to points of discontinuity and the unstressed person marker 

is used in environments where there is an absence of discontinuity. It has also been shown how the stressed 

pronoun in Tungag has a special function of its own. 

The findings of this study of the Austronesian language Tungag confirm the universally accepted claim 

that choice of forms for referring to participants is not unmotivated; rather,  that narrators employ reference 

forms for specific communicational purposes. Although my claims in this paper are modest ones, my hope is 

that, since Tungag represents a number of heretofore unexamined Austronesian languages of New Ireland, my 

findings may prove a stimulus for further research among  these languages and contribute to the discussion of 

participant reference in general. 
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APPENDIX: SAMPLE TUNGAG NARRATIVE TEXTS 

Text 1 Chicken and Hawk 

1 Na-po-buk    akus ta   mang    akus  lik.  2 Mang    taun aino 
  1s-CONT-want tell CMPL certain story small   certain time before 

mang    pongua na  mani kilong-ta-po-ago kuvul    karilong 
certain two    DEF bird 3d-PPT-CONT-be   together their.two 

ngono asan ta   pura    na  mar.  3 Si  keve taun asip 
two   name CMPL Chicken and Hawk    GEN p    time all 

kilong-ta-po-angan kuvul    na  kilong-ta-po-pasal kuvul    na 
3d-PPT-CONT-eat    together and 3d-PPT-CONT-go     together and 

kilong-ta-po-aivevenai anirilong.  4 Si  mang 
3d-PPT-CONT-care       3d            GEN certain 

teneingelik mang    keve mani le   neiuten ki-ta- 
afternoon   certain p    bird from forest  3p-PPT- 

ngangaserei asi kari  me kivung       na  ki-me-la-kivung 
arrive      PUR their MT sit.together and 3p-MT-PF-meet.together 

si  mang    putput lik.  5 Au ki-la-tutapong kari  kivung       na 
GEN certain hill   small   DV 3p-PF-begin    their sit.together and 

ki-la-ararai ani ka-po-kovek    i   mangsikei ka-ainoai 
3p-PF-see    DEF 3s-CONT-absent GEN anyone    3s-lead 

aniria na  ki-la-atung   a   mar     ani ka-aiveven  iria si  taun 
3p     and 3p-PF-appoint DEF Chicken PUR 3s-care.for 3p   GEN time 

i   kari  kivung.       6 Na  taun ki-ta-po-sinong si  kivung       mar 
GEN their sit.together    and time 3p-PPT-CONT-sit GEN sit.together Hawk 

ka-po-sinong e  nei liuan  iria na  ki-po-angmemengenai ta 
3s-CONT-sit  at in  middle 3p   and 3p-CONT-discuss     CMPL 

keve bil   si  kari  to.   7 Na  mangsikei iria i   mamain ta 
p    thing GEN their life    and one       3p   GEN all    CMPL 

mani ka-la-arai ani mangsikei a   valuka  na  ki-la-sang 
bird 3s-PF-see  DEF certain   DEF wallaby and 3p-PF-run 

kuvul    si  an lu    ania na  ki-la-teng akit  ia.  8 Au ki-la- 
together PUR MA chase 3s   and 3p-PF-hold tight 3s     DV 3p-PF 

asalak   le    ia ane si  kari  ring  i   po   kivung       na  ki-an-la- 
shoulder first 3s to  GEN their place GEN CONT sit.together and 3p-MA-PF- 

amatung  ia nei liuan.  9 Na  ki-la-anguan-tutapongan pok 
lay.down 3s in  middle    and 3p-PF-again-begin       back 

le    ani kari  kivung.        10 Na  ki-la-buk-angan arikek na 
first DEF their sit.together      and 3p-PF-want-eat  badly  and 

ka-po-kovek    i   pok  aniria asi kari  angan.  11 Na  ki-la- 
3s-CONT-absent GEN food 3p     PUR their eat        and 3p-PF- 
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angsusuai aniria ta   si  ka-pasal a   ka-an-luk kut      le 
ask       3p     CMPL who 3s-go    and 3s-MA-get firewood first 

aniria si  mangsikei a   rina    ka-po-ago  angasungai ani 
3p     GEN certain   DEF village 3s-CONT-be near       DEF 

ring  ang ki-ta-po-kivung          si  ngina.  12 Au mar  ka-la-sui 
place DEF 3p-PPT-CONT-sit.together GEN 3s         DV Hawk 3s-PF-ask 

a   pato na  ianga  ta   kilong-po-ainak ani kilong-an-luk 
DEF duck and parrot CMPL 3s-CONT-agree   DEF 3d-MA-get 

kut      na  kilong-po-misag.  13 Au mar  ka-la-susuai 
firewood and 3d-CONT-refuse       DV Hawk 3s-PF-ask 

siksikei ani mang  keve mani si  iria ka-po-buk    ani 
each.one DEF other p    bird who 3p   3s-CONT-want DEF 

ka-an-luk kut      na  riria asip ki-po-misag    ani pasal si  an 
3s-MA-get firewood and 3pSPN all  3p-CONT-refuse DEF go    GEN MA 

luk kut.      14 Na  si  taun ang riria asip ki-la-buk-angan 
get firewood     and GEN time DEF 3pSPN all  3p-PF-want-eat 

na  ki-la-po-angsinong kuvul    asukang ta   kuvkuvulan i 
and 3p-PF-CONT-sit     together like    CMPL group      GEN 

iat.    15 Parik ki-pa-anguan-dualan using   ki-ta-la- 
stone      not   3p-NEG-again-strong because 3p-PPT-PF- 

buk-angan arikek.  16 Au na  nei liuan  iria pura    ka-la- 
want-eat  badly       DV and in  middle 3p   Chicken 3s-PF- 

tapasuk a   ka-la-antok nau   na-ka-pasal a   na-an-luk kut 
get.up  and 3s-PF-say   1sSPN 1s-INT-go   and 1s-MA-get firewood 

le    na  mi-kokoai e  ke.  17 Au riria asip ki-la-maramarak 
first and 2p-wait   at here    DV 3pSPN all  3p-PF-happy 

na  ki-la-tavatava kunga ani pura    ka-an-luk kut      le 
and 3p-PF-clap     hand  DEF chicken 3s-MA-get firewood first 

aniria si  kari  me taun ani valuka  asi kari  angan ania. 
3p     PUR their MT bake DEF wallaby PUR their eat   3s 

18 Na  si  taun ang ka-ta-la-pasal si  an luk kut 
   and GEN time DEF 3s-PPT-PF-go   PUR MA get firewood 

ka-pasal-pasal-pasal.  19 Na  rina    ang ka-ta-po-ago   e 
3s-go-go-go               and village DEF 3s-PPT-CONT-be at 

paltaliung ani put  ang ki-po-kivung         si  ngina.  20 Ka-an- 
opposite   DEF hill DEF 3p-CONT-sit.together GEN 3s         3s-MA 

la-serei  si  ngere  rina    na  ka-la-arai ani mamain  ta 
PF-arrive GEN beside village and 3s-PF-see  DEF various CMPL 

manmanik duk  na  keve inongos i   pok  ka-po-duk    pulakai        e 
bug      full and p    part    GEN food 3s-CONT-full here.and.there at 

ngere  rina.     21 Na ka-la-tapasuk a   ka-la-tutapong-angan 
beside village      and 3s-PF-get.up and 3s-PF-begin-eat 

si  angan ani keve manmanik ki-po-duk    e   ngere  rina. 
PUR eat   DEF p    bug      3p-CONT-full eat beside village 
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22 Na  ka-la-angan-angan-angan a   ka-la-lomontaun ani luk 
   and 3s-PF-eat-eat-eat       and 3s-PF-forget    DEF get 

kut      ani keve tungana.     23 Na  ki-la-kokoai-kokoai na 
firewood DEF p    his.brother     and 3p-PF-wait-wait     and 

parik ki-la-pa-arai lik   tapai   ani pura.    24 Au mang 
not   3p-PF-NEG-see small for.now DEF Chicken     DV other 

mani ka-la-tapasuk a   ka-la-sui tara-angan a   valuka  ke 
bird 3s-PF-get.up  and 3s-PF-ask 1pIncl-eat DEF wallaby this 

ta   sa,  tara-ani     ia kul i   sa.   25 Au ka-po-kovek    i   kut 
CMPL what 1pIncl-roast 3s on  GEN what     DV 3s-CONT-absent GEN firewood 

si  kari  ani   ani valuka  o  ki-taun ania.  26 Ki-la-tapasuk 
PUR their roast DEF wallaby or 3p-bake 3s        3p-PF-get.up 

a   ki-la-lamut ia na  ki-lukluk a   keve vukvuk i   valuka  a 
and 3p-PF-cut   3s and 3p-gather DEF p    pieces GEN wallaby and 

ki-angan matak ia.  27 Parik ki-ta-pa-taun   ania. 
3p-eat   raw   3s      not   3p-PPT-NEG-bake 3s 

28 Ki-la-kamus  si  angan na  mar  ka-la-marala arikek na 
   3p-PF-finish GEN eat   and Hawk 3s-PF-angry  badly  and 

ka-la-antok asukang ke   ta   tutapongai kana si  taun ke   na 
3s-PF-say   like    this CMPL begin      now  GEN time this and 

aimung na-uli-angan  ani kana keve nat   a   pura    using 
after  1s-always-eat DEF his  p    child DEF Chicken because 

parik ka-ta-pa-longong ira    na  ka-luk kut      asi kara me 
not   3s-PPT-NEG-obey  1pIncl and 3s-get firewood PUR our  MT 

taun ani valuka.   29 Au si  taun ke   vang     kana mar 
bake DEF wallaby      DV GEN time this as.known now  Hawk 

ka-la-po-marala  arikek na  si  keve taun asip ka-po-arai 
3s-PF-CONT-angry badly  and GEN p    time all  3s-CONT-see 

ani keve nat   si  pura    na  ka-po-teng   akit  iria na  ka-po- 
DEF p    child GEN Chicken and 3s-CONT-hold tight 3p   and 3s-CONT- 

angan iria na  parik kilong-pa-angaun-ago kuvulan. 30 Kilong-po-ago 
eat   3p   and not   3d-NEG-again-be      together    3d-CONT-be 

angpetpetekai.  31 Ka-la-kamus. 
apart              3s-PF-finish 

Translation: 

1 I want to tell a small story.  2 One time long ago two birds were living together their names were 
Chicken and Hawk.  3 All the time they ate together and they went about together and they took care of each 
other.  4 On one afternoon some birds from the forest came together to sit together (for a meeting) and they 
came and held their meeting on a small hill.  5 So they began their meeting and they saw that there was no one to 
lead them and they appointed Hawk to care for them during their meeting.  6 And while they were sitting at their 
meeting Hawk was sitting in the middle of them and they were discussing the things of their life.  7 And one of 
all the birds saw a wallaby and they ran together to chase it and they grabbed it.  8 So they carried it to their 
meeting place and they laid it in the middle.  9 And they began their meeting again.  10 And they were very 
hungry and there was no food for them to eat.  11 And they asked each other who would go and get firewood for 
them at a certain village which was near the place at which they were meeting.  12 So Hawk asked Duck and 
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Parrot if they would agree to go and get firewood and they refused.  13 So then Hawk asked each of the birds, 
who would like to go get firewood and all of them refused to go and get firewood.  14 And at that time all of 
them were hungry and they were sitting together like a pile of stones.  15 They were not strong anymore because 
they were very hungry.  16 Well, in the middle of them Chicken got up and he said, "I will go and get firewood 
and you wait here."  17 So all of them were happy and they clapped their hands that Chicken would go get 
firewood for them so they could bake the wallaby so they could eat it.  18 And when he had gone to get 
firewood he went on and on.  19 And the village was opposite of the hill at which they were meeting.  20 He 
arrived near the village and he saw all many various bugs and bits of good plentiful all over near the village.  
21 And he got up and he began eating the bugs which were plentiful near the village.  22 And he ate and ate and 
ate and he forgot to get firewood for his brothers.  23 And they waited and waited and they did not see Chicken 
at all.  24 So then another bird got up and he asked, "How are we to eat this wallaby, what are we to roast it on?"  
25 Well, there was no firewood for them to roast the wallaby or bake it.  26 They got up and they cut it and they 
gathered the pieces of wallaby and they ate it raw.  27 They did not bake it.  28 They finished eating and Hawk 
was very angry and he spoke like this, "Beginning now at this time and afterwards I will always eat the children 
of Chicken because he did not obey us and get firewood so we could bake the wallaby."  29 So now today, as is 
known, Hawk is very angry and at all times he sees the children of Chicken he grabs them and eats them and 
they do not anymore live together.  30 They live apart.  31 It is finished. 

Text 2  Snake kills our chicken 

1 Kene  ka-ta-pis-runguk kamem pura     2 Mangsikei a   taun 
  snake 3s-PPT-tie-choke our   chicken    certain   DEF time 

teneingelik namem-ta-po-angsinong        ve   kag aina  na 
afternoon   1pExcl-PPT-CONT-sit.together with my  woman and 

kamemlong  inatus.   3 Namem-la-po-sinong lik    na  Makago ka-la- 
our        children    1pExcl-PF-CONT-sit little and <name> 3s-PF- 

serei  rilong ve   kana aina  Iaviling.  4 Na  taun namem-la- 
arrive 3dSPN  with his  woman <name>       and time 1pExcl-PF- 

po-angsinong      avungavunga lik    na  namem-po-mengen  na-la- 
CONT-sit.together long        little and 1pExcl-CONT-talk 1s-PF- 

longong a   pura    ka-la-tangis.  5 Na-la-antok ai kene  sukana. 
hear    and chicken 3s-PF-cry        1s-PF-say   EX snake there 

6  Sikei namem     aongos using   namem-po-mengen  na  parik namem- 
   but   1pExclSPN all    because 1pExcl-CONT-talk and not   1pExcl- 

pa-lomlomonai avunga lak ta   nang  a   kene  nang.  7 Ka-la- 
NEG-think     long   yet CMPL there DEF snake there    3s-PF- 

anguan-tangisan.  8 Taun ang na-la-tadut  sumasuma na-ka- 
again-cry           time DEF 1s-PF-get.up fast     1s-INT- 

liu  a   Makago na  Iaviling na-la-pasal asiang luai  na-an-la- 
pass DEF <name> and <name>   1s-PF-go    down    very 1s-MA-PF- 

po-gule     neiuten ngere kamem keve vua.       9 Taun na-po-gule 
CONT-search forest  near  our   p    betel.nut    time 1s-CONT-search 

pulakai        e  iang  ta   sutlam na-po-alimang na  na-po-gule 
here.and.there at there CMPL torch  1s-CONT-shine and 1s-CONT-search 

Iaviling kapa ve   Makago kilong-la-tadut na  namemtol-an-la- 
<name>   also with <name> 3d-PF-get.up    and 1tIncl-MA-PF- 

gule   kuvul.    10 Namemtol-la-gule vuk   taun lik    na  ka-la- 
search together     1tIncl-PF-search piece time little and 3s-PF- 
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anguan-gusagusangaian na  pura.    11 Na-ka-pasal alak 
again-struggle        DEF chicken     1s-INT-go   up 

asung a   na-ka-arai  a   kene  tavirimmok lava na  lenginang ka- 
near  and 1s-INT-look and snake large      big  and already   3s- 

la-pis amat a   pura    ang.  12 Sikei using   na-po-leng   ani kene 
PF-tie dead DEF chicken DEF      but   because 1s-CONT-fear DEF snake 

na-la-sip  alak sumasuma na-la-antok Makago kene  kana 
1s-PF-flee up   fast     1s-PF-say   <name> snake here 

ka-po-matung.  13 Au ka-pasal sumasuma na  ka-me-la-arai ani 
3s-CONT-lie       DV 3s-go    fast     and 3s-MT-PF-see  DEF 

kene  sikei ka-la-antok luk sumasuma ta   ring  ei.   14 Nau   na- 
snake but   3s-PF-say   get fast     CMPL piece wood     1sSPN 1s- 

la-sang na  na-la-luk kag naip.  15 Kag naip  ka-po-angan 
PF-run  and 1s-PF-get my  knife     my  knife 3s-CONT-eat 

arikek luai.  16 Na-la-alis a   Makago ta   tana na  nau   na-la- 
badly  very      1s-PF-give DEF <name> CMPL 3s   and 1sSPN 1s-PF- 

pasal akipai using   parik na-pa-buk-arai  ani kene. 
go    away   because not   1s-NEG-want-see DEF snake 

17 Makago ka-pasal asung ta   naip  ang ka-til   ia e  ngona  na 
   <name> 3s-go    near  CMPL knife DEF 3s-slice 3s at throat and 

liuan  palau ka-la-po-sang.  18 Na  ka-anguanan e  liuanina   na 
middle just  3s-PF-CONT-run     and 3s-again    at its.middle and 

ka-la-taputuk aongos na  ka-la-taluang a   kene  e  pukunina 
3s-PF-break   all    and 3s-PF-untie   DEF snake at its.body 

i   pura.     19 Si  taun ang ka-la-titil-putuk alik   ia na  ki-luk 
GEN chicken      GEN time DEF 3s-PF-slice-break little 3s and 3p-take 

a   pura    na  ki-luk  a   siped na  ki-kep a   sikei a   mata na  ki- 
DEF chicken and 3p-take DEF spade and 3p-dig DEF one   DEF hole and 3p 

asiang pura    na  kene  na  ki-la-kepai ani matmatina  teneivong 
put.in chicken and snake and 3p-PF-bury  DEF its.corpse night 

20 Akuskus ke   ka-la-kamus. 
   story   this 3s-PF-finish 

Translation: 

1 Snake choked our chicken.  2 One afternoon I was sitting with my wife andour children.  3 We had 
been sitting a while and Makago arrived, he and his wife Iaviling.  4 And when we had been sitting for a little 
while and we were talking I listened and a chicken was crying.  5 I said, "Ai! There's a snake!"  6 But all of us, 
because we were taking and we did not think much of it yet that right there was a snake.  7 It cried again.  
8 Then I got up quickly, I passed Makago and Iaviling, I went down all the way, I searched in the forest near our 
betel nut trees.  9 While I was searching around there with a torch, I was shining and I was searching, Iaviling 
also with Makago got up and we went and searched together.  10 We searched for a short while and again it 
cried the chicken.  11 I went near and I looked and (there was) an enormous snake and already it was choking to 
death the chicken.  12 But because I am afraid of snakes I fled up quickly, I said to Makago, "(There is) a snake 
lying here."  13 So then he went fast and he came and saw the snake but he said, "Hurry get a stick."  14 I 
however, ran and got my knife.  15 My knife is very very sharp.  16 I gave it to Makago but as for me, I left 
because I did not want to see the snake.  17 Makago went near with the knife, he sliced it at the throat and only 
the middle was moving.  18 And he (sliced) again at its middle and it was completely broken and it was loosed, 
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the snake, from the chicken's corpse.  19 Then he sliced it up into little pieced and they took the chicken and 
they got a spade and they dug one hole and they put in the chicken and the snake  and they buried its corpse 
(right then) at night.  20 This story is finished. 

Text 3 Origin of (place-name) 'Sungkau' 

1 Na-ka-akus  ua ta   mang    akus  aino.   2 Ku-po-malangas si  taun  
  1s-INT-tell 2s CMPL certain story before.   2s-CONT-aware  GEN time 

ke   ta   e  rina    ka-po-atogon almang.  3 Na  almang le   kabang le  
this CMPL at village 3s-CONT-have <name>.    and <name> from old    first 

ka-ta-po-duk     tung  si  taun ke   ka-po-duk    lak.  4 Le   kabang 
3s-PPT-CONT-full until GEN time this 3s-CONT-full still   from old 

le    kapa pei     neiuten ka-ta-po-atogon  a   mang    matan bil   duk 
first also perhaps forest  3s-PPT-CONT-have DEF certain kind  thing full 

val  masalai kene.  5 Mangsikei a   taun ri aina  ki-ta-pasal  
like spirit  snake    certain   DEF time p  woman 3p-PPT-go 

ta   an luk ngakum.  6 Taun ki-ta-pasal ane nei tongong  ki-la- 
CMPL MA get crab.      time 3p-PPT- go  to  in  mangrove 3p-PF- 

pasal asiang tung  e  Metetui na  ki-an-la-pasal nei tongong. 
go    down   until at <name>  and 3p-MA-PF-go    in  mangrove 

7 Mang    matan ki-ta-kokos  kul i   vul.  8 Au ki-an-la-pasal kusing. 
  certain kind  3p-PPT-board on  GEN canoe   DV 3p-MA-PF-go    follow 

9 Vap    miang ki-an-la-po-luk   almang.  10 Na  mang    matan ki-po- 
  people many  3p-MA-PF-CONT-get <name>     and certain kind  3p-CONT- 

gule   lak.  11 Ki-la-pasal angtaliungai pulakai        using   ka-po- 
search still    3p-PF-go    separate     here.and.there because 3s-CONT- 

papanai a   nei tongong.  12 Ki-la-pasal sikei mangsikei a   aina  nei 
wide    DEF in  mangrove     3p-PF-go    but   certain   DEF woman in 

liuan  i   vap    ang ki-ta-pasal kuvul    ka-pasal aliu  a   ka-la-po- 
middle GEN people DEF 3p-PPT-go   together 3s-go    along and 3s-PF-CONT- 

luk kana ta   kun  keve almang.  13 Na  ka-an-la-serei  si  mangsikei a 
get her  CMPL also p    <name>      and 3s-MA-PF-arrive GEN certain   DEF 

vuk   oring, oring ang kau       ka-po-pai    si  ngina, na  ka-la-po- 
piece place  place DEF sweet.pot 3s-CONT-grow GEN 3s     and 3s-PF-CONT- 

mangal ia.  14 Sikei e  liuan  ka-po-atogon a   vuk   roe    na  kau 
desre  3s      but   at middle 3s-CONT-have DEF piece ground and sweet.pot 

ka-po-pai    si  ngina.  15 Na  ka-la-arai ta,  Io  kau       ka-po-polok 
3s-CONT-grow GEN 3s         and 3s-PF-see  CMPL yes sweet.pot 3s-CONT-grow 

e  ke   ka-v-po-togon    kau       nganing.  16 Tung  si  ka-la-pasal 
at here 3s-NEG-CONT-have sweet.pot perhaps      until GEN 3s-PF-go 

alak na  ka-la-arai ta, 'Io  tutuman.'  17 Na  emung  ka-la-asinong 
up   and 3s-PF-see  CMPL yes true          and behind 3s-PF-set 

kana vebe   na  ka-la-sung dong ia na  ka-la-siang  nei vebe. 
her  basket and 3s-PF-dig  into 3s and 3s-PF-sit.in in  basket 
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18 Au na  ka-la-arai ania ta   parik ka-pa-anguan-atogon kauan 
   DV and 3s-PF-see  3s   CMPL not   3s-NEG-again-have   sweet.pot 

sikei ka-po-atogon a   sikei a   kau       ka-po-siang.   19 Na  ka-la- 
but   3s-CONT-have DEF one   DEF sweet.pot 3s-CONT-sit.in    and 3s-PF- 

asalak   ia nei kana vebe   na  ka-me-la-pasal.  20 Ka-po-togon  a 
shoulder 3s in  her  basket and 3s-MT-PF-go         3s-CONT-have DEF 

almang ka-po-siang    na  ka-po-nas    kapa ta   kau       ka-po-kun- 
<name> 3s-CONT-sit.in and 3s-CONT-know also CMPL sweet.pot 3s-CONT-also- 

siang.  21 Ka-me-la-pasal na  si  mang    pangau lik   ka-la-pasal na 
sit.in     3s-MT-PF-go    and GEN certain space  small 3s-PF-go    and 

ka-anguan-tikonan na  parik ta   kau       sikei kene  ka-po-siang. 
3s-again-glance   and not   CMPL sweet.pot but   snake 3s-CONT-sit.in. 

22 Au ka-la-asuai ani vebe   ka-asuai  ani kau       na  ka-asuai ani 
   DV 3s-PF-throw DEF basket 3s-throuw DEF sweet.pot and 3s-throw DEF 

almang kapa.  23 Na  taun ang ka-la-po-leng   alava luai na  ka-la- 
<name> also      and time DEF 3s-PF-CONT-fear big   very and 3s-PF- 

po-sumasuma asi kana sip.  24 Sikei using   a   kene  ang ka-po-masalai 
CONT-fast   PUR her  flee     but   because DEF snake DEF 3s-CONT-spirit 

lenginang ka-la-pasal aulit  a   aina  ke.  25 Na  using   ka-ta-la- 
already   3s-PF-go    around DEF woman this    and because 3s-PPT-PF- 

pasal aulitai ania aina  ang ka-la-po-gule     pulakai        ta   kana  
go    around  3s   woman DEF 3s-PF-CONT-search here.and.there CMPL her 

ring  asi sip.  26 Na  aimung kene  ang ka-tak  asung na  ka-la-vil 
place PUR flee     and later  snake DEF 3s-pull near  and 3s-PF-make 

punuk a   aina  ang.  27 Aina  ang parik ka-la-pa-serei   e  rina. 
dead  DEF woman DEF      woman DEF not   3s-PF-NEG-arrive at village 

28 Au tung  si  taun ke   vuk   oring ang ki-po-kin    ia kana asan 
   DV until GEN time this piece place DEF 3p-CONT-call 3s its  name 

ta   Sungkau. 
CMPL dig.sweet.pot 

Translation: 

1 I will tell you a story (about) before.  2 You are aware at this time that in the village there are almang 
(species of crab).  3 And almang from long ago they were plentiful and until today are still plentiful.  4 Long 
ago also probably in the forest there were all kinds of things like snake spirits.  5 One day the women went to 
get crabs. 6 When they went into the mangrove they went down up to Metetui and then they went into the 
mangrove. 7 Some boarded canoes.  8 Thus they went after each other.  9 Many women were getting almang.  
10 And some were still looking.  11 They went separating here and there because the mangrove is a very wide 
(area).  12 They went but one women of the group that was going together went along and was getting her own 
almangs.  13 And she arrived at a certain spot, a spot where sweet potato was growing and she liked it.  14 But 
(in fact) in the middle there was a patch where sweet potato was growing.  15 And she saw that, 'Yes, sweet 
patato is growing here. There might be sweet potato.'  16 Until she went up and she saw that, 'Yes, it's true.'  
17 And then she set down her basket and she dug into it and it was sitting in the basket.  18 Well, then she saw 
that there was no more sweet potato, but there was one sweet potato sitting.  19 And she shouldered it in the 
basket and she went along.  20 There was an almang in there and she knew also that there was a sweet potato in 
there.  21 She went and after a short space she was going and she glanced again and there was no sweet potato 
but a snake was in there.  22 Well, she threw away the basket she threw away the sweet potato and she threw 
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away the almang also.  23 And at that time she was very much afraid and she was hurrying to escape.  24 But 
because the snake was a spirit, already it had encircled the woman.  25 And because it had encircled her, the 
woman was looking around for a way to escape.  26 And then the snake pulled close and killed the woman.  
27 The woman did not arrive at the village.  28 Well, until this day that place is called 'Dig Sweet Potato.' 

Text 4 Crane and Crab 

1 Mangsikei a   taun vokol ka-ta-po-ago   si  kana vuk 
  certain   DEF time Crane 3s-PPT-CONT-be GEN his  piece 

rina.    2 Si  taun ang ka-ta-la-po-taun    sinang arikek 
village    GEN time DEF 3s-PPT-PF-CONT-time sun    badly 

luai na  ri laman saling na  mang  keve laman lik   ki-la- 
very and p  water flow   and other p    water small 3p-PF- 

mat     aongos.  3 E  iang  vokol ka-la-lomlomonai ta   ka-an- 
shallow all        at there Crane 3s-PF-think      CMPL 3s-MA- 

rauraung     4 Vokol ke   ka-la-po-rauraung     aliu  na  ka-la- 
spear.fish     Crane this 3s-PF-CONT-spear.fish along and 3s-PF- 

serei  si  ri almang ve   ri oto   ki-ta-po-ago   kul i   mang 
arrive GEN p  Crab   with p  prawn 3p-PPT-CONT-be on  GEN another 

laman lik.   5 Au ka-la-atai iria ta   pua keve tasig      mi- 
water small    DV 3s-PF-tell 3p   CMPL EX  p    my.brother 2p- 

me na  na-me-sunguk imi ane si  kag rina.   Kag rina    vo-la- 
MT and 1s-MT-carry  2p  to  GEN my  village my  village 3s-PF- 

duk  ta   laman  saling roron luai.  6 Le   iang  ki-la- 
full CMPL water flow    good  very     from there 3p-PF- 

ainak ani vokol ka-sunguk aino  na  ri oto   ane si  kana 
agree DEF Crane 3s-carry  first DEF p  prawn to  GEN his 

rina.    7 Ka-an-la-serei  na  ka-la-angan aongos iria. 
village    3s-MA-PF-arrive and 3s-PF-eat   all    3p 

8 Taun ka-la-angan aongos le    iria ka-la-lomlomonai ta 
  time 3s-PF-eat   all    first 3p   3s-PF-think      CMPL 

ka-pasal na  ka-an-kun-kapau  le    ani ri ngakum.  9 Ka-an-la- 
3s-go    and 3s-MA-also-trick first DEF p  Crab       3s-MA-PF- 

serei  si  tungana    ta   ngakum na  ngakum ka-la-sui ta 
arrive GEN his.friend CMPL Crab   and Crab   3s-PF-ask CMPL 

keve tungana.     10 Vokol ka-la-polpol ia ta   ki-an-la-po- 
p    his.friend      Crane 3s-PF-answer 3s CMPL 3p-MA-PF-CONT- 

ago aro  sukana si  kag rina.    11 Sikei ngakum ka-la-po- 
be  well there  GEN my  village     but   Crab   3s-PF-CONT- 

malangas lenginang ta   tungana    ka-po-kapau   ia.  12 Au ka- 
aware    already   CMPL his.friend 3s-CONT-trick 3s      DV 3s- 

la-gon  kul i   tongina  na  kilong-la-sang.  13 Taun 
PF-rest on  GEN his.back and 3d-PF-run           time 

kilong-po-sang aliu  ngakum ka-la-kun-lomlomonai ta   ka- 
3d-CONT-run    along Crab   3s-PF-also-think     CMPL 3s- 
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kun-kapau  ani vokol.  14 E  iang  ka-la-tapasuk na  ka- 
also-trick DEF Crane      at there 3s-PF-get.up  and 3s- 

la-antok na  vokol ta   Tungag    na-la-po-buk-uak     nang, ka-po- 
PF-say   DEF Crane CMPL my.friend 1s-PF-CONT-want-fall now   3s-CONT- 

koi  ani na-ka-teng  akit  si  ngom?  15 Vokol ka-la-ainak 
able DEF 1s-INT-hold tight GEN neck      Crane 3s-PF-agree 

na  ngakum ka-la-suai    aliu  ani kungana ane si  tongina 
and Crab   3s-PF-stretch along DEF his.arm to  GEN his.back 

i   vokol na  ka-la-ngagum-putuk ia.  16 Au vokol ka-la- 
GEN Crane and 3s-PF-sqeeze-break 3s      DV Crane 3s-PF- 

mat. 
die 

Translation: 

1 One day Crane was at his own place.  2 At that time it was a very dry time and the rivers and other 
little streams were completely dried up.  3 So Crane thought that he would go spear fishing.  4 This Crane was 
(going) along spear fishing and he came to the crabs and prawns who were above a small stream.  5 So he told 
them, "Wow, my brothers, come and I will carry you to my place. My place is full of very good rivers.  6 Upon 
(hearing) that they agreed that Crane should carry first the prawns to his village.  7 He arrived and he ate them 
all. 8 When he had eaten all of them he thought he would go and he would also trick the crabs.  9 He arrived at 
his friend Crab and Crab asked him about his friends.  10 Crane answered him, "They are doing well over there 
at my place." 11 But Crab was already aware that this friend was tricking him.  12 So he rested on his back and 
they ran.  13 While they were running along Crab thought the he also would trick Crane.  14 Thus he got up and 
he told Crane, "My friend, I am about to fall, is it possible that I hold onto your neck?"  15 Crane agreed and 
Crab stretched his arm to the back of Crane and he squeezed and broke it. 16 So Crane died. 


